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Preface

In April 2015, I received a request from Joe (one of my student) to look into a BaZi that belong to an inmate. He pleaded guilty of killing his girlfriend in 1997 and sentenced to 21 years in prison.

He was born on the 20 April 1980 at 5:12pm.

Only with one 辰官 and 辰 is earth month whenever earth month the reveal and stronger stars will dominate. 壬比 reveal through 壬 day mater and rival gang lost control over month branch or we called this “Shi Ling”. Therefore this should be a fake Zhuan 假专 self.

But if Zhuan 假专 self his chart is full of favorable gods and his thinking should be very rational. Was he capable of killing?

Now look at his TaYun. 1995 丑午 TaYun, no way that he would have carried out the crime.
Now we need to take a closer look at his BaZi.

We need to look at 辰 closer.

辰 sit at month branch; there is another 戌 官 in 申. 官 is not dead and this is a strong self and not Zhuang. In order to double confirm we look at the day distribution in 辰 month. In 辰 month, 癸 take the first 3 days, 乙 take 9 days and 20 April was at the 16 days in the 辰 month when 官 has totally grown up.

In general when all are from the same gang and only one rival gang member sitting at month branch it is still quite difficult to be Zhuang.

Now look at his TaYun. Yes this is his correct charts.

During your journey into the world of metaphysics you will come across many special BaZi chart that need extra explanation. Your journey still have a long way to go.
Some pages are omitted from this preview.